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AWESOME BIG SOMEBODY is a dark comedy about a mother competing with her 
daughter for the same celebrity after she wins a dinner date with Him. Mother Pam 
schemes to adopt a baby for Him (since celebrity adoption is all the rage) while her 
teenaged daughter, Baby, aims to bang Him so good, He’ll never want anyone else.  
 
In their desperate race to the star, mother and daughter draw unwitting allies to their cause. 
Weed, Baby’s amorous suitor, tells Baby “where He’ll be” in exchange for sex. Pam, who 
needs a partner for her adoption application, strikes a deal with Maggie May, her newly 
homeless co-worker with a questionable past… so long as they don’t have to really be gay.  
 
Meanwhile, this TV star, known only as Celebrity (because who he really is doesn’t matter 
to those who profess to love him) is quickly self-destructing. His many addictions are 
fueled by self-loathing and unfortunately for Baby and Pam, a turbo-charged disdain for 
fans with their apparent lack of self-respect. When Baby asks for His autograph, He 
responds, “Only if you let me write it on your ass with my cum.” 
 
Despite some bumps in the road, Baby and Pam don’t give up easily. Their cohorts are 
also easily appeased. Maggie May will do anything to keep a roof over her head. And 
Weed adores Baby, no matter how poorly she treats him. But when Baby gets pregnant, 
everyone goes to war. And it just so happens, they also go to Iraq.  
 
AWESOME BIG SOMEBODY is a domestic satire that updates the absurdist traditions of 
Albee, Guare, Durang and early Shanley with a voice as contemporary as Jenji Kohan’s. 
The result is a wild romp through celebrity worship, designer adoption, compulsive 
shoplifting, lesbian subterfuge, teenage pregnancy, substance abuse and the on-going war 
in the Middle East… in other words, a slice of America. 


